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Plate Block Positions

Richard H. Salz
60 Twenty-seventh Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94121
This is the end of my third year of
regular appearances in this column, and the
word "message" (which you will note is
missing from the column heading)
has
always bothered me; it infers divine tidings,
and such is not my capacity. This column
really consists of a rash of miscellaneous
information
concerning activities of your
stud,' group. Therefore, the heading is hereby changed to "President's Report". Your
next president may return to "message" if
he so desires. Here is the summary for the
year as of October 1, 1974 (the deadline
for submitting articles for this issue).
The Membership Committee has come up
'...-ith a repolt' It involves- the ]1Umber of
members in good standing as of October 1
of each year and will give you a picture of
how we grow: 1968-214
members; 1969-294 (+80 members); 1970-325
(+31);
1971-307
(-18);
1972-335
(+28); 1973
-392
(+57);
1974-462
(+70).
These
rewarding increases in our membership are
not the result of your committee (AI Bew
& Otto Langer) sitting on their hands. How
about YOU signing up one new member?
Publication Committee: Progress on the
Canal Zone Handbook continues through
much hard work by your Editor, Gilbert N.
Plass. More than 70% of the first draft has
been completed, but do not get your hopes
up for immediate publication as there are
necessarily numerous revisions, changes, and
corrections that must be made to produce a
first class handbook. So bear with us while
we try our best to meet our hoped for publication date in 1976.
Till' Postal Marking Committee: It was a
pleasure to see their report in the third
quarter CZP. This committee is composed
of Hugh Cas-sibry, George Campbell and
Michael Demski, and we hope the CZSG
mem bers ,,,ill examine carefully their collections and forward pertinent
findings to
~fike at 115 Warren St., Paterson, N.J.
073:2..1. And while on the subject of committees would those of you who head the
silent ones please send in some copy for the

QUARTER,

By Gilbert N. Plass
When a sheet of United States stamps is printed and then usually divided into four
panes for delivery to the post offices, it follows that normally equal quantities of all plate
positions are printed and delivered. Baring some unusual circumstances in distribution, all
positions should be available to collectors and usually in approximately equal numbers.
This is not the case at all with Canal Zone overprinted issues. In some cases only a pane of
100 stamps was overprinted. It is possible that all of the panes that were overprinted came
from one particular position of the sheet and that the other positions do not exist. George
Brett reminded us (Vol. 5, p. 30 (1969)) that this was the case with the first United States
overprinted issue, Nos. 4-8. Only bottom
left panes were overprinted.
forated panes of 100 stamps with 100 subject overprint forms. There are two imporWhen United States overprinted stamps
tant consequences of this action for philatwere reintroduced in 1924, it is believed
elists.
First the number of overprint errors
that the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
increased as it was harder to handle the
used 400-subject fornls to overprint comperforated and gummed sheets in the press.
plete imperforate sheets of the denomination below 30c- and these were later per- ~The~'~lellde"d~to curl with two possible results: first, part of the sheet might be
forated. The same method was used for the
folded
over in the press with the result that
first printing of the Type B sharp A overprints (denominations
up to 15¢) as is the overprint might miss one or more of the
stamps or not print properly in other ways;
proven by the ZONE ZONE error in the
second, the curling sheet was harder to
lower right pane and the wrong font vaplace
all the way to the guidemarkers in
rieties in the upper left pane. Thus all four
the press with the result that the overprint
panes of the vertical designs overprinted
might be displaced in almost any direction.
up to 1926 should exist and each position
If it was displaced by the width of one
was printed in equal numbers.
stamp, the variety "pair, one with overThe first complication is the high values
print" would be created.
with a horizontal design (17¢, 20¢, 30¢,
The second consequence was that the
50¢, $1). The $1 denomination was printed
overprinting
m;ght be done entirely on cerin sheets of 200 stamps so that the overtain panes from the original sheets (for
print form could not have been larger than
example, all lower left panes). In this case
200 for this stamp. The first printing of
only some of the possible plate number
Nos. 93 - 95 was done with an overprint
positions exist. Conversely, if it can be deform of 200 subjects. This was proven by a
termined that certain plate positions do not
study of the wrong font varieties and the
exist, it follows that the overprint forms
fact that they do not occur on some left
were smaller than 400 subjects, and, at
plate blocks, but do occur on others (see
least, for the vertical design stamps were
Vol. 9, p. 25 (1973)). It is not known for
almost certainly 100 subject fonns.
certain whether a 200 or 400-subject overUnfortunately the flat bed plates had the
print form was used for Nos. 79 and 80, but
numbers away from the corners, so that the
a reasonable guess would be that it was
traditional plate number block of six does
a 200 subject form. The Bureau had to make
up a 200 subject form to overprint the $1
not carry definite evidence of the pane
from which it came. For example, a plate
value and would probably have used the
block with the plate number on the left
same one on the 30(' and 50¢ values. It
might come from either the upper left or
would hardly have been worthwhile to make
lower left pane. One exception is from the
up a new form for the small printings of
these values.
period \\"hen the Bureau placed the letter
F before the top plate number on the upper
Some time in 1926 the Bureau changed
its method

and

started
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The Canal Zone Study Group

1975 Scott Catalogue
Volume I of the 1975 Scutt Catalogue
was released again during the summer
months. Following the'r new custom the
prices for United States and related countries are revised twice a year and appear
alternately in the Standard and Specialized
Catalogues. Here we review the Canal Zone
listing in the 1975 Standard Catalogue and
compare it with the 1974 volume.
A number of Canal Zone prices have been
raised·n the new edition. This is a pleasant
change from the last two years when few
Canal Zone prices were altered. The total
catalogue value of a complete unused Canal
Zone collection of the major numbers (the
used prices are taken for those officials
which are not priced in unused condition)
is now $3981 against $3596 in last year's
catalogue. This is an increase of 11%. These
price changes are an important step in the
right direction, but the fact is that most
Canal Zone catalogue prices· are still very
much below the market.
Some of the many prices changes noted
by your Editor are listed below with last
year's catalogue price in parenthesis; Scott
No.1 is now $130 ($llS);
la, $250 ($200);
Ib, 8600 ($500); 2, $70 ($60); 3, $100
(890); 3a, $175 ($160); 4-8, S106 ($92);
lOb, $350 ($250); 12e, $200 (
).

:\0. 31c, S150 ($90); 32c, $100 ($55);
38c, $375 ( $90); 3ge, $95 ($75); 39g,
$100 ($60).

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass
from page 19 of last issue)

(Continued

A revised version of this detailed check list wi11 appear at the end of our Canal Zone
handbook. We want it to include aU known Canal Zone varieties. Broken letters are mentioned provided that evidence can be found that they are constant; they are not given
separate numbers in the check list. Please send your Editor information on any variety not
included. In addition to the check list our Canal Zone handbook will contain a great deal
of infon11ation about all Canal Zone issues, much of which has not previously been published. It is too early to give a publication date, but we are hoping that it will be within
two years.

First Issue of 1904
Scott Nos. 1-3
Colombia issued stamps in 1892 for the department of Panama. The design shows a
map of Panama. Panama overprinted these stamps in 1903-1904 following its independence.
The first issue of the Canal Zone was made by handstamping the words CANAL ZONE on
these stamps. A rubber hand stamp was used with ink that is usually of a violet to blueviolet color. The first series was in use from Friday, June 24, 1904 to Saturday, July 16,
1904.

Two Centavos (One Cent), No.1
Map of Panama, rose. Issued June 24, 1904. Total issued; 2600.
The Panama overprint is the third arrangement of the third issue. The overprint is in carmine. The overprint was in a setting of 50 (10 across by 5 down). The overprint was first
applied to the upper half sheet. After this was done an extra bar was added at the bottom
of the overprint form for the purpose of blocking out COLOMBIA on Pos. 51 to 60, the
sheets were turned upside down, and the lower half sheet was overprinted. The result is
that PANAMA reads up on the upper half sheet and down on the lower half sheet.
a. CANAL ZONE inverted. (l00) (All PANAMA varieties exist)
b. CANAL ZONE double. (Exists se-tenant with normal.)
c. CANAL ZONE double, both inverted. (1) (Exists se-tenant with CANAL ZONE
inverted.)
d. PANAMA reads down on left and up on right. Pas. 1 and 100. (52)
e. PANAMA reads down on left and up on right; CANAL ZONE inverted. Pas. 1 and
100. (2)
f. Vertical pair, PANAMA reading up on upper stamp and PANAMA reading down
on lower stamp. (about 15 pairs known)
Varieties;
1. PANAMA 15% to 16 mm long. Pas. 6 to 10 and 91 to 95. (260)
2. P NAMA.
3. One PANAMA due to horizontally shifted overprint.
Some of the more important PANAMA varieties are listed above.
An constant PANAMA varieties, A through BB, are shown in the Table. These
may be collected both reading up and down. The description in the Table is
for the upper half sheet; a variety on the left PANAMA in the description for
the upper half sheet occurs on the right PANAMA on the lower half she'el:.

Table 1.
PANAMA Varieties for Nos. 1, 15, 18 and 19.
The setting of the PANAMA overprint was 10 across by 5 stamps down. On Nos. 15,
18, and 19 it was applied separately to the upper and lower half sheets, but always with
PANAMA reading up. On No.1 the overprint was first applied to the upper half sheet. An
extra bar was then added at the bottom of the overprint form for the purpose of blocking
out COLUMBIA on Pas. 51 to 60, the sheets were turned over, and the lower half sheet
was overprinted. The result was that PANAMA reads up on the upper half sheet and down
on the lower half sheet.
For each variety the first two positions listed show the location on the sheet for Nos.
15, 18, and 19, while the first and third (in parenthesis) positions listed are for No. 1. For
example, variety A, PANAMA reading up and down is found in Pos. 1 and 51 on Nos. 15,
18, and 19 and in Pas. 1 and 100 on No. 1. Varieties of No. 1 which occur on the left
PANAMA on the upper half sheet occur on the right PANAMA on the lower half sheet;
for example, variety G, the inverted N is on right PANAMA on Pas. 12 and on left PANAMA on Pos. 89.
The expression "large" used to describe some letters means a different font of larger
size capitals. For this reason the length of the word PANAMA varies anywhere from 13
to 16 mm (measured from the tips of the serifs) depending on the number of large font
letters in the word.
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A. Pos. 1 and 51 (100): PANAMA reads down on left and up on right. (Most copies from
Pas. 51 have left PANAMA reading P NAMA. Usually the first A of left PANAMA is
lightly printed or missing on Pas.!.)
B. Pas. 3 and 53 (98): large PA and MA in left PANAMA and large PA and third A in right
PANAMA with inverted V for second A; PANAMA 15 mm long on left and 14}2 mm long
on right.
C. Pos. 4 and 54 (97): large PA and third A in both left and right PANAMA; PANAMA
15 mm long.
D. Pas. 5 and 55 (96): large PA and third A in both left and right PANAMA; PANAMA
14% mm long.
E. Pos. 6 to 10 and 56 to 60 (91 to 95): PANAMA 15% to 16 mm long.
F. Pas. 11 and 61 (90): first A broken in left PANAMA, inverted V for first A in right
PANAMA, and second A in right PANAMA usually broken.
G. Pas. 12 and 62 (89): inverted N in right PANAMA.
H. Pas. 14 and 64 (87): third A below line in left PANAMA.
I.
Pas. 18 and 68 (83): inverted V for first A in right PANAMA.
].
Pas. 19 and 69 (82): MA above line in right PANAMA.
K. Pas. 21 and 71 (80): third A in left PANAMA tall and thin.
L. Pas. 23 and 73 (78): broken N in left PANAMA and N above line in right PANAMA.
M. Pas. 24 and 74 (77): thick M in left PANAMA (on Scott No.1 only).
N. Pas. 25 and 75 (76): inverted V for third A in left PANAMA.
O. Pas. 27 and 77 (74): three inverted VS for all As in right PANAMA.
P. Pas. 28 and 78 (73): MA above line in right PANAMA (on some sheets only).
Q. Pas. 29 and 79 (72): small first A in left PANAMA (on some sheets only).
R. Pas. 34 and 84 (67): inverted V for second A and accent on third A in right PANAMA.
S. Pas. 35 and 85 (66): large P and second A in right PANAMA.
T. Pas. 36 and 86 (65): broken first A in right PANAMA.
U. Pas. 38 and 88 (63): accent on third A of right PANAMA.
V. Pas. 40 and 90 (61): P NAMA on left (on a few sheets - printing defect) and inverted
N in right PANAMA.
W. Pas. 42 and 92 (59): large first A and third A below line in left PANAMA (on some
sheets) and inverted V for first and second A in right PANAMA.
X. Pas. 43 and 93 (58): first A short at top and large second A in right PANAMA.
Y. Pos. 44 and 94 (57): inverted V for second A and right leg only of third A in left PANAMA and tall thin first A and large third A in right PANAMA.
X. Pas. 43 and 93 (58): first A short at top and large second A in right PANAMA.
Z. Pas. 45 and 95 (56): small and broken second A and right half of M filled in on right
PANAMA.
AA. Pas. 47 and 97 (54): right leg only of third A of left PANAMA (on some sheets only;
probably a printing defect).
BB. Pas. 49 and 99 (51): P wrong font in right PANAMA.

Five Centavos (Two and One-half Cents), No.2
Map of Panama, blue. Issued June 24, 1904. Total issued: 7800.
The Panama overprint is the second printing of the fourth Panama issue. PANAMA reads
up on the left and down on the right. The letters are heavily inked and blurred; the color
of the overprint is carmine. There is a narrow bar 3% to 4 mm above tlle words PANAMA.
The overprint was in a setting of 50 (5 across by 10 down).
a. CANAL ZONE inverted. (100) (pANAMA varieties 1 and 2 should exist.)
b. CANAL ZONE double.
c. Pair, one without CANAL ZONE overprint. (3 unused; 1 used).
d. CANAL ZONE overprint diagonal, reading down to right. (100)
Varieties:
1. Left PANAMA 2~ mm below bar. Pas. 31 and 36. (156)
2. Work-up ("colon") between right PANAMA and bar. Pos. 44 and 49. (156)
(These two varieties are considerably scarcer than the above quantities would
indicate.)
3. One PANAMA, due to horizontally shifted overprint.
4. PANAMA reading down and up, due to horizontally shifted overprint.

Ten Centavos (Five Cents), No.3
Map of Panama, yellow. Issued June 24, 1904. Total issued: 4946.
The Panama overprint is the second printing of the fourth Panama issue. PANAMA reads
up on the left and down on tlle right. The color of the overprint is carmine. There is a
narrow bar 3% to 4 mm above the words PANAMA. The overprint was in a setting of 50
(5 across by 10 down). The CANAL ZONE overprint is often very heavily inked.
a. CANAL ZONE inverted. (200) (pANAMA varieties 1 to 3 should exist.)
b. CANAL ZONE double. (2 used)
c. Pair, one without CANAL ZONE overprint. (1 unused; 1 used)
Varieties:
1. Left PANAMA 214 mm below bar. Pas. 31 and 36. (100)
2. Work-up ("colon") between right PANAMA and bar. Pos. 44 and 49. (100)
(Continued on page 28)
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No. 47, $400 ($.350); 53, $20 ($15); 53 a,
$30 ($25); 53b, $150 ($100); 53c, $100
($75); 54, $25 ($20); 55b, $200 ($175);
57, $50 ($30); 58, $110 ($85); 59, $50
($40); 61a, $32 ($25).
No. 71a, $160 ($120); 7le, $20 ($12);
73a, $25 ($16); 70-81, $128 ($113); 8495, $128 ($118).
No. C2, $35 ( $30) ; C08-12,
$485
($425); No. J3, $100 ($90); J5, $20 ($16);
]7, $20 ($15); J11, $10 ($8); J14, $60
(S50); 08, $250 ($200).
One minor mystery that your Editor does
not understand is why No. C09 is priced at
$200, while C08, 10 and 12 are priced at
$90, $80 and $80 respectively. Exactly the
same number of copies were issued of each
of these four stamps-just
2,000. As far as
can be determined the number of each of
these four stamps that are in collectors
hands is the same. A study of auction catalogues shows that equal numbers of copies
of each of these four stamps come up for
sale. So why is C09 supposed to be much
more valuable than the others? There were
5,000 copies issued of No. COlI and it is
definitely more common than the others of
this issue.
pf>stal
I We will
stationery
give a complete
and other
review
Canal
of errors,
Zone
philatelic items when the Specialized catah ve such an accurate listing of the stamps
a our specialty which is the result of many
y ars of interaction
between
the Scott
11gue is issued. 'vVe are indeed fortunate to
E,ditors and members of the CZSG. If you
have not bought a catalogue for several
years, you will need the new one for its
latest prices and listings. Volumes II and
III listing the rest of the world not covered
in Volume I will be out by the time that
you read this. The Specialized catalogue is
due in December.

Auctions
A considerable
number
of the major
Canal Zone varieties were sold at y.~ction
during the past quarter. The plate blocks
and postal stationery continued to sell in
most cases at over catalogue. Few overprint
errors were offered, but those that were
brought close to or over catalogue. The demand for Canal Zone material is excellent.
The rarest stamp sold during the quarter
was unquestionably the pair of No. 47, 2¢
Type III. These stamps are well centered
and with full gum. The only possible defect
is one weak comer perforation. This pair
was sold by Bruce W. Ball for $1650. Unused copies of this stamp are very scarce
in any condition and there are probably less
than 10 copies in existence that are both
well centered and with original gum. Collectors are beginning to recognize the great
rarity of this stamp in unused condition. The
other great rarity sold during the qurater
was a block of four of No. 15, sold by H~.
Harmer for 82500 ($3000) . We have records of 16 different blocks of four of No.
15. Although this is undeniably
a great
Canal Zone rarity, more of these blocks are

known than there are very fine unused copies of :\0. 47.

Detailed

(Continued

Other material sold is in the following list
which is arranged by Scott catalogue number. The catalogue number is followed by
the price realized and in parenthesis the
catalogue price as listed in the auction catalogue. The name of the auctioneer is given
after the price. All items are unused and
without serious defects unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar.
Scott 1\0. 1, $105 ($115) Apfelbaum; No.
1, block of 4, $550 ($62,5) H. R. Harmer;
1\0.2, used, $40 ($50) Mozian; No.3, $100
( $90) Apfelbaum; Nos. 1, 2, 3 on one cover,
$550 ($340) H. R. Harmer; No.6,
$20
($18) Kenedi: 1\0. 7, plate block of 6, perfs.
reinforced. 8400 ($350) Mozian; No.8,
block of 4, ,$130 ($1.50) Mozian; No. 9d,
8900 ($1200) H. R. Harmer.
1\'0. 14, block of 4, $40 ($21) Mozian;
No. 18
19, 82,3 (828) Mozian; Nos. 2130, 832 ($44) Harmer, Rooke; No. 22, ONE,
$37 (SI5) Kenedi; 1\0. 30, block of 4, $32
(53,5) Mozian.
No . .37 (CZSG No. 37.1), vertical perfs.
through center, $36 Apfelbaum; No. 38b,
cut in right center, $80 ($70) H. R. Harmer; No . .39c, $65 ($60) H. R. Hanner; No.
.3ge, S80 (875) Apfelbaum; Nos. 42-45, 4951, 829 (828) Apfelbaum; No. 42c, $44
( $5.5) Ha~'mer R:)()b; ?\ o. 46b. 86.3 ($60)
Schilf.

List -

(Continued

1\0. 71b in block of 4,860 (860) H. R.
Harmer; 1\0. 75, plate block of 6, $165
($145) H. R. Harmer; :\0. 77, plate block
of 6, slight separation, $72 ($75) Kenedi;
1\0. 84d, $38 ($30) Apfelbaum; No. 85e,
$40 (845) H. R. Harmer; No. 91c, $29
($27) Harmer, Rooke; 1\os. 106a + Il7a,
$74 (845) Kenedi; 1\os. 120-135 on FDC,
862 Kenedi.
1\0. C2, plate block of 6, gum wrinkles,
$300 (8.325) H. R. Hanner; Nos. C9, 11,
12-14, plate blocks of 6, $74 ($41) Kenedi;
Nos. C15-20 on FDC, $41 Kenedi; C03
on cover, $29 Kenedi; Nos. C08-12, used,
8513 ($485) Wolffers; No. C09, unused,
straight edge, $275 Mozian.
1\'os. J4-10, 19-20, S85 (880) Apfelbaum;
1\'os. Jl2-14, $60 ($72) Apfelbaum; No.
J13, plate block of 6, gum disturbance, $155
(S85) H. R. Harmer; No. J14, plate block
of 6, 8390 (8325) H. R. Harmer; No. 08,
used, ,$220 (8200) Mozian.
1\'o. Ul4 (slight rub) + UX8, $60 ($50)
Apfelbaum; No. UX2, $32 ($35»
Mozian;
No. UX2d, $35 ($35) H. R. Harmer; No.
UX4, $20 ($20) Mozian.

page
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First Flight and Other Canal Zone Covers
By Gilbert
(Continued
Errata

(Change

122.

listing

from

N. Plass

page

24 of last issue)

to following)

Cristobal to Cozumel, Mexico. April 16 (B-April 18). No cachet.

March (j - 8, 1950
Asuncion was added to F. A. M. Route No. 34 on this date.
149. Balboa to Ascuncion, Paraguay. March 6 (B-March 15). Blue cachet with map
and flag.
150. Asuncion, Paraguay to Balboa. March 8 (B-March 10). No cachet.

+

No. 54, block of 4, few blunt perfs., $110
(8100) '\fozian; 1\0. 57, 858 ($45) Apfelbaum; 1\'0. 58, $8.5 (8110) nanlJer, Rooke;
i\o. 58, block of 4, slight separation, $.320
(8365) H. R. Harmer; No. 59, block of 4,
$140 ($17,5) H. R. Hamler; Nos. 60-66, $65
(871) Hanner, Rooke; No. 60b, paper adheres to back, S95 ($95) H. R. Hanner;
No. 67, block of 4, sheet margin stuck on
back of lower right stamp, $900 ($850)
H. R. Harmer.

from

3. Third A in right PANAMA is slightly dropped inverted V Pas. 85 and 90. (100)
(These last three varieties are considerably scarcer than the above quantities
would indicate.)

May 29 - 31, 1950
Buenos Aires was added to F. A. M. Route No. 34 on this date.
151. Balboa to Buenos Aires, Argentina. ~1ay 29 (B-May 31). No cachet.
152. Buenos Aires, Argentina to Balboa. May 31 (B-June 1). No cachet.

December

3 - 6, 1951

F. A. M. Route No.5 was extended on this date to Los Angeles. The first direct flights
were also made from Guatemala City to Balboa.
153. Los Angeles, California to Balboa. December 3 (B-December 4). Purple cachet
showing map. (1300)
154. Guatemala City, Guatemala to Balboa. December 4 (B-December 4). Many
covers were dispatched to Panama City by error. However, covers are known backstamped
at Balboa on December 4th. Some of these covers bear the 8¢ Guatemala airmail stamp of
1951 perforated diagonally through the center to make a 4¢ provisional. Magenta cachet
with six lines of wording.
155. Balboa to Guatemala City, Guatemala. December 6 (B-December 6). Magenta
cachet with four lines of words.
156. Balboa to Los Angeles, California. December 6 (B-December 6). Magenta cachet
with four lines of words. (752)

May 3 - 4, 1960
On this date the first jet flights were made from Miami to Balboa on F. A. M. Route
No.5.
157. Miami, Florida to Balboa. May 3 (B-May 3). Blue cachet with map and airplane.
158. Balboa to Miami, Florida. May 4 (B-May 4). No cachet.

October

30, 1963

On this date the first jet flights were made from Houston to Balboa on F. A. M. Route
No. 34.
159. Houston, Texas to Balboa. October 30 (B-October 31) Green cachet with words
on shield. (1132)
159. Balboa to Houston, Texas. October 30 (B-October 31). Blue cachet with words
on shield. (785)
(Continued
in next issue)

Potomac Chapter
The Third Chapter of the CZSG has been
formed in vVashington, D. C. For information on the time and place of their next
meeting call William Kuttner
(.301-654.3246) or Gary Weiss (.301-384-7550).

Postage Dues with
Offset Overprint
\Villiam U. Sells has found a copy of both
No. J2 and J3 with a strong offset overprint
on the back of the stamp. These varieties
are being added to our check list.
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CE:\TRAL

AMERICA

The stamps, covers, varieties, proofs.
stationery, etc. of Canal Zone and
Panama are always featured in "The
Central American Philatelist". A subscription to the next 10 issues is only
$2 (5 issues overseas). \"rite today.
Agents

for Robson

Lowe

International

Third Series of 1904 - 1906
By Gilbert N. Plass
This series of articles will mainly describe
and di5:cuss the background story of the
more important errors and varieties of this
complicated issue. The broken and filled in
letters of the CANAL ZONE overprint have
been discussed and listed in detail in Vol.
7, p. 17 and 24 (1971). There were six
stages of this overprint, each with its own
characteristic
varieties. However, some of
these varieties are found on two or more
stages of the overprint.
The PANAMA overprint with PANAMA
reading up ancl clown on the normal overprint (usually called the Fourth Panama
issue) was used for Scott Nos. 11-14 and 20
of the Third Series. There were 10 different
settings of this PANAMA overprint that
were used for these stamps. The Third Panama issue with both words reading in the
same direction on the normal overprint was
used for Scott Nos. 15, 18 and 19 of this
series. Some of the more important varieties
of these Panama overprints are listed in
the same article already mentioned. There
are also many other variations in the Panama overprint that are constant in a particular posit' on.
Five values of the Third Series were
issued on December 12, 1904 (1<', 2<', 5¢,
8l' on 5(k, lO''). There is no PANAMA on
the first two values so that all varieties of
these stamps pertain to the CANAL ZONE
overprint.
Apparently 011<' sheet of the 1<' denomination receivt'd an inverted CANj\L __ZONE
overprint (1\0. 9c). This error was not
noticed by philatelists at the time and
most copies were used for postage. There
are only six different copies of this error in
our recorcls. One of these copies with a horizontal crease is possibly unused and the rest
are used. A lightly canceled copy of this
eITor is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4. No. 13b. ZONE in antique type.
The spaced AL in CANAL is found in
Position 41 of Stage I. This can be found
on Nos. 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15. This position
is readily recognized if the selvidge has
been left on, as the end of the "American
Bank Note Company, New York" imprint
occurs in the left margin opposite this
position (Figure 5). This block of the 2¢

Figure 2. No. 9d. Double overprint.
someone who was not a collector. Included
in th's lot was cne block of four with a
trace of original gum and a small blue
mark between the bottom two stamps. Thus
a total of 18 copies of this error are now
available. The only used pair is shown in
Figure 2 which is on a piecc with No. 14.
The cancel is from Ancon Station A and is
dated January 20, 1906.
The CANAL ZONE overprint was _applied at ?\It. Hope in the Canal Zone. The
type used was 8 point Century Expanded.
However, as new settings were made some
of the letters and words were replaced by
8 point Ronaldson Foundry type. This has
been known to generations of collections as
"antique" type. 'We will continue to use this
term, although the word does not seem to
be appropriate. The entire word CANAL
was replaced by antique type in the fourth
stage in Position 26 on the sheet. It occurs
in the same position in Stages V and VL
Thus it can be found on all stamps of the
Third Series that received the Canal Zone
overprint from these stages: Nos. 9, 12, 13,
14, 19, and 20. This variety is shown in
Figure 3 .

Figure 5. CZSG No. 13.1. Spaced AL.
value also shows a striking variety on the
stamp below this error (Pos. 51)-the
CANAL ZONE overprint is a full 2 mm
lower than the rest of the overprints in this
horizontol row. This variety' occurs only on
a few of the stamps printed of this value
and must have been corrected during the
printing run. The spaced AL variety is also
shown in Figure 6 on the 5(' value. In this
case the CANAL ZONE overprints on both
Pos. 41 and 51 are at a slight angle running
down to the right and are too low for their
row. The left PANAMA on Pos. 41 also has
the variety of a wrong font M in PANAMA;
it is tall and thin and has no serifs. The
PANAMA overprint on this block has been
displaced to the right. There is only one
PAN AMA on the two left stamps of the
block, while the two right stamps show the
variety PANAl\fA reading down and up.

..
..
..
Figure 1. No. 9c. Inverted overprint.
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One sheet received a double overprint
(1\0. 9d). Again it appears that this error
was unnoticed at the time of issue. Before
1969 a total of 8 used copies had been
found of this error. However ten unused
copies, whose existence' had been previously
unknown to philatelists, were offered for
sale at auction beginning in 1969. Most of
these unused examples have defects including marks on face, surface scrapes, toning,
creases, waxed paper on back, and little or
no gum. 1t would seem likely that these
stamps had been accidentally
saved by

;
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Figure 3. No. 13a. CANAL in antique type.

Figure 6. CZSG No. 13.1 and 13.11.

Similary the word ZONE was entirely replaced by antique type in Position 48 in
Stages Ill, IV, V, and VI. This variety is
found on Nos. 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20.
The antique ZONE is shown in Figure 4.

Toward the end of the printing from
Stage I of the 1<1denomination the ON of
ZONE became loose in Pos. 87 so that the
letters ON dropped below the line. The first
(Continued on page 32)
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cost of the Handbook which unhappily will
fall into the clutches of inflation. Many
thanks to our Treasurer for keeping the
records straight and for that great job he
did in obtaining our tax-exempt status which
also permits you to make tax-deductible
contributions to the CZSG.
CZSG Mail Sale Committee: As you read
this, the Third Mail Sale will be completed.
A large thank you to George Stilwell and
his North Jersey Gang-they are a hard
working bunch! And a big bouquet (of
Canal Zone stamps) to Ginnny Stilwell for
that beautifully typewritten catalog.
That about covers the year 1974. Your
officersand directors wish all of you a Merry
Christmas, a wonderful Holiday Season and
good philately during 1975!

Plate Numbers for No. 107
Both Richard Witter and Miller Hurt report that plate numbers 121492, 121493,
121494, 121495 for the 5¢ "Steam Shovel"
stamp No. 107 were canceled and no copies
were printed. Can anyone produce a copy
with any of these numbers? Otherwise they
will be removed from our check list.

Registry Label

~-President'sReport(Continued

from page 25)

Meeting Committee: Such a committee
does not exist, but the record number of
regional meetings is worthy of a short
paragraph. Five regionalS' have been held
during 1974: SOJEX, WESTPEX, PIPEX,
SESCAL and NOJEX and from reports received they have all been informative, enjoyable, and a great way to meet your fellow
members. For 1975 there are two meetings
already in the planning stage; so look for
more details in the next issue of CZP. In the
meantime, if any of our members would
like to chair a CZSG meeting at their local
stamp show, please write me a letter requesting information and details.
Treasurer's Report: The treasury is solvent and as you read in William Kuttner's
nnancial statement (second quarter CZP)
we are building up a substantial amount in
the Publication Fund; this will help ease the
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Richard Salz writes to point out that there
is a diHerent registry label from the one
with a printed "CRISTOBAL, C. Z." as reported in Vol. 9, p. 29 (1973). The Canal
Zone registry system was started in August
1905 according to the Panama Canal Re'.;ieu; of July 2, 1954. Apparently the first
label used had a printed "UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA" at the top and a place for
the name of the post office to be inserted
by rubber stamp. An early cover dated October 16, 1905 is illustrated in Tatleman's
book on page 91. The words "CRISTOBAL
P.O." have been stamped on the label.
Does anyone have an earlier registered
cover? Please advise your Editor if you do.
Statement of ownership, management and circulation. 1. Date of B1ing: Sept. 30, 1974. 2.
Title: The Canal Zone Philatelist. 3. Frequency;
Quarterly. 4. Office of Publication: P. O. Box 765
(9 Nittany View Circle), State College, Pa. 16801.
5. General business office: 29 S. South Carolina
Ave., Atlantic City, N.J. 08401. 6. Names and addresses: Publisher, Canal Zone Study Group, 29 S.
South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N.J. 08491.
Editor: Gilbert N. Plass, P. O. Box 9973, College
Station, Tex. 77840. 7. Owner: The Canal Zone
Study Group, address above. 8. Known bondholders, etc.: None. 10. The purpose, function, and
nonprofit status of this organization and the exempt
status for Federal income tax purposes have Dot
changed during preceding 12 months. 11. Extent
and nature of circulation:

A. Total No. copies printed
B. Paid circulation
1. Sales through dealers, etc.
2. Mail subscribers
(membersbip)
C. Total paid circulation
D. Free distribution
E. Total di,tribution
F. Office use
G. Total

o

422
422
16
438
162
600

0
449
449
17
466
134
600

Plate Block Positions (Continued

from page 25)

respectively. We have been unable to find
a record of even a single stamp with this
star from any of these three issues. The
Tows, Conger and DeVoss collections had
no examples. It may be that the upper right
panes were never overprinted. Are any plate
numbers from any position known for 17110
and 17115 of No. 73? Can anyone report
even a single stamp of Nos. 73, 90 or 92
with this star?
Scott Nos. CI-C5, JI5-JI7, and J21-24
were overprinted in the Canal Zone. It is
easy to see how the local printing plant
might have used only a particular position
during one press run.
The letter F was still placed beside the

top plate number of the upper right pane
when the plates for J28 and J29 were made.
Large numbers of top plate blocks are
known of these two numbers \vithout the F,
but no plate block with the F is recorded.
Can any member report one? Does anyone
have any evidence that the F may have
been left off of these plates?
Information as to whether a particular
pane is UL, UR, LL, or LL can also be
obtained from margin copies that do not
have plate numbers. Your Editor would
very much appreciate it if members would
check their collections to see if they have
any evidence for the existence of any panes
that are not listed above.

right pane. Fortunately
this letter F was
placed on most of the flat bed plates used
for Canal Zone stamps starting in 1924.
During this period a top plate block with
the F is from the upper right pane and without the F is from the upper left pane. A
second strange exception is Nos. C27-31;
these flat bed plates had the plate numbers
placed at the corners. However, these are
not overprinted stamps and do not concern
us here.
The plate numbers were placed at the
corners of the rotary plates (for example,
Nos. 97-104). There is one plate number
per pane and it is easy to tell from the
traditional plate blocks of four in which one
Scott No.
Panes Believed
Plate Positions that
Notes
of the four panes it originated. The trato Have Been
Are Unrecorded
ditional plate block of four of rotary issues
Overprinted
is marked so that the collector knows un4-8
LL
TOP; R
mistakeably
the pane in which it was
UL
76 (Second printing)
printed.
TR; R; B
(1)
80
TL; L
UR; LR
Only particular panes are believed to have
86 (Second printing)
LL; LR
TL; TR
(2)
been overprinted on the Canal Zone stamps
89
B
UL; UR
in the following list. Overprinted stamps not
UL; LL; LR
90 (Second printing)
TR; R with star
(3)
listed here exist from all four panes. This
91
TR; R
UL; LL
list developed
in correspondence
with
LL; LR
92 (Second printing)
TL; TR; R with star
(4)
Richard \Vitter who has been keeping track
TR
92 (Third printing)
UL; LR
(5)
of Canal Zone plate blocks for a long time.
94
UL; LL
TR; R
He noticed some time ago that certain po97
UL
UR; LL; LR
sitions of some plate numbers were never
98
UR; LL
UL; LR
seen. Every CZSG member should check
LR
99
UL; UR; LL
his plate blocks against this list and advise
LR
100
UL; UR; LL
the Editor if he has any positions listed as
101
LR
unrecorded.
UL; UR; LL
102
LL
UL; UR; LR
The Scott catalogLle number is listed in
,-~104
UL
UR; Lb; LR
tne nrsf column of the~fo1rowin!CliSt.~In a
116
LL; LR
DL; UR
few cases a .particular printing is specified
LL
118 (Third printing)
UL; UR; LR
which is further explained in each case at
LR
118 (Fifth printing)
UL; UR; LL
the end of the list. The second column gives
119 (See note)
UL; UR
LL, LR
the panes that are believed to have been
(6)
UL
119 (See note)
DR; LL; LR
overprinted. These are listed as: UL-upper
(7)
LL
119 (See note)
UL; UR; LR
left; UR-upper right; LL-Iower left; LR(8)
Cl
LL
TL; TR; R
lower right. The third column gives the
C2
UL
TR; R; B
plate number positions that are not known
C3
LL; LR
TL; TR
to exist. On the flat plate issues these are
C4
B
UL; UR
listed as: TL-top left (without F); TR-top
C5
TL
UR; LL; LR
right (with F); L-Ieft; R-right; B-bottom;
LR
Jl
TOP; L
TOP-for plates where F was not used. On
J2
TOP
LL; LR
the rotary issues these are listed as: ULJ3
LR
TOP; L
upper left; UR-upper right: LL-Iower left;
J12
LL; LR
TL; TR
LR-Iower right.
LL
J14
TOP; R
There are several interesting points that
LR
J15
TL; TR; L
are worthy of further comment. The only
JI6
UR; LR
TL; L
plate marking error known on these issues is
UL
]17
UR; R; B
on No. J18 where an inverted F appears
J21
l'R; LR
TL; L
beside the plate number on the bottom left
J23
UL
TR; R; B
pane. Strangely a bottom plate block without
these inverted F has not been reported.
A large five pointed star was placed beL This is for the second printing only, plate numbers 15350, 15351, 15352, 15692.
low the plate number on the right margin
2. This is for the second printing only, plate numbers 16333, 16363, 16365, 16366,
of the upper right pane of certain plates.
16391, 16392, 16393, 16394.
This indicates a different spacing between
3. This is for the second printing only, plate numbers 17430, 17431, 17432, 17433.
the rows of stamps, a change that was
4. This is for the second printing only, plate numbers 17228, 17229, 17230, 17426,
made in an attempt to improve the center17427, 17429. All of these plates have a large five pointed star below the side number on
ing of flat plate stamps. Plate blocks of the
upper right pane. The statement in the check list should be corrected.
2(' value (sharp A) No. 84 are known with
5. This is for the third printing only, plate numbers 19134, 19468, 19648, 19872.
this star. The catalogue lists plate blocks
6. This applies to plate numbers 22066, 22078, 22080 only.
with this star of the 2<: (flat A), 15¢ and
7. This applies to plate numbers 22173 and 22174 only.
20¢ (sharp A) values, Nos. 73, 90 and 92
8. This applies to plate numbers 22876 and 22877 only.

..
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Third Series (Continued

Your Editor sent these questions on to D. C.
Rose, Director of Posts, Canal Zone Postal
Service .
He states that the reply half of United
States domestic double reply cards received
in the Canal Zone can be used for the reply
without adding Canal Zone postage. This
does not apply to Business Reply Cards
which may not be returned without prepayment of Canal Zone postage
(USPSM

from page 29)

.~ {j,.-d....~-I.:

~~" ••.•
~:-tl,e.z.
<1'-_ .....;.....:. .

131.235 (b)).
When International
Reply paid cards
were in use, the provisions of the United
States Postal Service Manual applied to
these. Thus presumably the reply half of a
United States international card could have
been sent back to the Canal Zone from a
foreign country and have been considered
prepaid. Does anyone
actually have an
example of such a use?
Mr. Rose also advises us that the Canal
Zone Postal Service is not a signatory member of the Universal Postal Union, but is
represented
in that body by the United
States Postal Service. However from the
time of its establishment, the Canal Zone
Postal Service has been recognized
by
Congress,
the Administration,
and the
Courts as a separate entity.

Figure 9. No. lOb. L of CANAL sideways.
few sheets of the 2<: value were
with this variety and then the
rected this defect. This variety
Figure 7. It is extremely rare

,

also printed
printer coris shown in
on both the

.

'~!':'~"'~'~":'r':::!'::'~:'"''T'''''''''
.,.,.'
Figt&rc 7. CZSC ~Jc. 10.2. Dropped ON.
1 c; and 2" values. 'Ve have only been able
to find records of six copies of each value.
The present catalogue price is much too
low.
The 2~' value with Inverted overprint, No.
lOa, is one of the more common Canal Zone
errors. It is show in Figure 8. The Scott

Figure 8. No. lOa. Inverted

nish further facts?
A unique Canal Zone error is No. lOb
with the L of CANAL sideways. This is the
only error where a letter in an overprint
has been turned through 90°. This error occurred on Pas. 68 of the March 8, 1905
printing of Stage 1. A total of 100,000
stamps were overprinted at this time, so
that 1,000 copies of the error were printed.
This error was discovered by the postal
authorities and Dr. J. C. Perry states that
920 copies were destroyed. Dr. Perry states
that approximately 25 copies were saved
for collectors, while the remaining copies
were presumably used on mail. An unused
example of this error has been shown in
Vol. 4, p. 20 (196R). "'e have been able to
record 12 unused copies (including one on
an envelope that apparently went through
the mail, but is uncanceled) and 4 are used
copies. One copy is known on original cover
(Figure 9). It is postmarked on April 1,
1905 at Gorgona and is addressed to San
Francisco. The cover is backstamped
at
Cristobal and San Francisco.
The shifted overprint on No. 10 which
produced 10 copies of the ANAL ZONE
overprint has been illustrated in Vol. 4, p.
19 (1968). One used pair is known with the
left stamp reading CANA and the right
stamp ANAL (Figure 10) apparently due to
some foreign matter between the type and
stamp that prevented the missing letters
from printing.

overprint.

catalogue states that 240 copies exist of this
error. The basis for this number is
I not
known, as 300 copies would have had to
be printed; the error could only have been
printed in full sheets of 100. Were 60
copies destroyed by the post office? ''''e
h,1\e found no records to indicate that this
happened, so this number must be regarded
with some suspicion. Can any member fur-

Figure

10. CZSG Nos. 10.4 and 10.3.
(Continued in next issue)

Reply Postal Cards
Double reply postal cards were never
issued by the Canal Zone. Henry W. Beecher wrote asking if Un'ted States international
reply cards could have been used there prior
to the abolishment of this category of mail.
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New Issues
The previous information about possible
new issues should be amended as follows
according to Col. Stevens. The Canal Zone
expects to issue new 1 ¢, 10¢ and 25¢ coils
in the san1e design as the regular issue of
corresponding denomination. These will be
sold in machines ,vhich ,vill also have the
present 3¢ and 5¢ coils. The 4<: coli will
continue to be sold over the counter. Due
to recent budget cuts, the date of issue of
these stamps is indeterminate.
The 8¢ regular postal card will be overprinted AIRMAIL and a 3<; die will be
added to make the ll¢ rate for airmail
postal cards. It is expected that this will be
issued in the fall or winter.
Do not order these new coils or the surcharged postal card until an official notice
is issued. You may receive notices of new
issues by writing to the Philatelic Agency,
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone.
,

Col. James DeVoss maintains a
close contact with our printer in State
College. He keeps the addressograph
plates up to date with the latest addresses of our members. He also personally mails all copies of the Canal
Zone Philatelist. We wish to express
OUT appreciation
for this work which
he does for us. Please note that all
changes of addresses and notice of
missing copies should be sent to our
Secretary, Al Bew. All material appearing in the Canal Zone Philatelist
has been written by the Editor, Gilbert N. Plass, unless a by-line indicates otherwise.
All photographic
work is also done by Gilbert N. Plass
unless otherwise indicated.

